Name:__________________
Class:_______
Where the Red Fern Grows
Chapter 11
Answer the following questions in FULL and COMPLETE sentences!!
1. How does Billy rescue Little Ann after her accident?

2. What does this tell you about Billy’s character?

3. Would you have rescued Little Ann if you had been in Billy’s shoes? Why or why not?

4. How can you tell that Billy is very religious?

Writing Activity:
Answer the following in a well thought out paragraph.
1. Write about a time when you or someone you know was instrumental in a rescue.
Describe the dangerous situation and tell how the rescue was accomplished.

Vocabulary: Synonyms are words with similar meanings. Write the letter from each term in
column A to its matching definition in column B. Then use the words in column A to fill in the
blanks in the sentences below.
A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Nonchalantly _____
Abandon _____
Belligerent _____
Riled _____
Predicament _____
Sincere _____

B
a. Angered
b. Honest
c. desert
d. Quarrelsome
e. Casually
f. problem

1. The little girl _________________________ her older brother when she spilled juice on
his homework.
2. Although the bases were loaded and there was nobody out, the relief pitcher
_________________________ walked out to the mound.
3. If you can’t be _________________________, then I don’t want to be your friend.
4. When both girls accepted his offer to go to the dance, Jon found himself in a terrible
_______________________.
5. All the children on the playground stayed away from the boy who acted in a(n)
___________________________manner.
6. I vowed not to __________________________my sick friend in his time of need.
Art connection:
Draw a picture of the scene where Little Ann fell into the ice. Be sure to take your time and do a
good job, it should be clear and colored.

